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Among religions the one with most content and meaningful direction is 
HINDUISM that was in existence much before the formation of a 

calendar, AD years. None of the other religions, their central ideology 
books provide any meaningful direction or guidance to human life, the 

way HINDUISM does. Once again it is the religion of HINDUISM that 
brings upon the most transformative contributions to the world, 

including my inventions, my work of Project Earthling(c) and NEW 
WORLD ORDER. My work solved problems and evolved the world into the 

future of equality and independence FE years. 

The AD years mark poor to negligible evolution of human beings and 
humanity on planet earth. Human beings are left in the 'Neandrathal' 

stage with poisons created to attack human beings physically by 
attacking all their body organs, and with minimal evolution of brain 
capability and capacity to solve problems. They have achieved the 

contrary, to diminish brain capability and destroy brain functions by 
creating poisonous counter molecules to attack all brain regions. 

With equality on planet Earth, in the decentralized world, genetic pools 
by country are allowed to freely evolve, and not be targeted out of 
racism, hatred, and jealousy prevalent in AD years. This will ensure 

natural progression in evolution of human brain power and ability by 
country, when measured over millions of years timescale, and also allow 

the decentralized evolution of human physical features, which is a 
subject of availability of original food and Medical council guidance. FE 
years will enable 'natural evolution' of human beings into future with 

Medical council advising to retain human height between 5-6 feet. 

Directionless christianity, formed after the death of prophet with no 
direction, resulted in the directionless AD years. The religion of 

HINDUISM was the only religion at the time, providing right direction to 
the world. AD years, include formation of other religions, another 
directionless faceless religion islam, joined by some other religions 

spread locally across few world countries, some meaningful than others. 
AD years include thousands of conspiracies all directed towards targeting 

other religions, and in particular the religion of HINDUISM, created, 
fabricated, incubated, incorrectly documented history, to target, attack, 

destroy, and terminate other religions including HINDUISM. 
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Civilization

Negative tactics / Incorrect direction

Civilizations existed before AD years, and many formed during the AD 
years, which were only to be targeted and killed. Across the world 

countries you would observe that through the 2023 AD years, several 
civilizations formed, most of them with proper functioning society, a 

meaningful culture, peacefully living, way of a collaborating community. 
The rouge usa uk that travelled around the world, colonized many 

countries where such functioning civilizations existed, not to learn from 
them, however, to destroy, murder the entire civilization, burn their 

culture, society, steal all their wealth, leave the civilization in shambles, 
kill and rape all the families of these civilizations. The ugliness of AD years 
would be authored in great detail, by authors form across the world for 

decades to come in FE years. Mutatis mutandis for kingdoms that existed 
during the 2023 AD years. 

AD years have only lived up to be cunning, deceitful, fraudulent, filled 
with negative tactics and dripping with racism, hatred, and jealousy. This 
further got worse and magnified in the last 300 years with rouge usa uk 
defining old world order. TECHNOLOGY - While Europe and Asia have 
contributed the most by way of inventions, discoveries, technological 

advances, path breaking work, usa uk have only attempted to steal 
others work, and incorrectly take credit for others work. NOT SOLVING 

PROBLEMS OF HUMANITY - While people across world, Europe, and Asia 
have achieved greatness, invented by solving an existing problem faced 

by human beings, usa uk have only attempted to destroy the world 
countries, create problems, create trouble, and target 9 billion citizens of 
the world, across 191 world countries. e.g., atom bomb only to murder 

millions, nixon technology to build external cages, 20,000 counter 
molecules to destroy human life. None of their work to this date has 

solved a problem. With their negative tactics / traits, the ideology was 
incorrectly directed, and with self proclaimed rouge old world order, the 

negative incorrect direction was set for the entire world in AD years. 

The death, destruction, bloodshed, and murder of civilizations across the 
world in AD years, including that of INDUS VALLEY civilization, is brought 

to its end, by taking FE years live. I bring to you 191 decentralized 
functioning societies, with meaningful culture, collaborating 

communities, and grouping of people on planet earth, by way of which 
we allow all race, all religion, all ethnic groups, all languages, people of all 

skin color, people with varying food habits, to co-exist in the 
decentralized world, the fully protected 191 world countries, by the NEW 
WORLD ORDER which will enforce International laws and World medical 
laws. Each of these 191 countries will thrive wherein the majority group, 
population within the country would clearly take charge and control of 
the country, with no confusion or ambiguity. All 9 billion citizens of the 
world, each of you clearly, without ambiguity belong to only one of the 

191 world countries, with your patriotism, loyalty, clearly directed.  

With world neutral currency Earthlings, in the decentralized world, with 
NEW WORLD ORDER established, Judicial council protecting the 

International law and world medical law, 191 world countries, and 9 
billion people are protected, and can now work by discarding / trashing 
the negative tactics and embrasing positive approach towards life, and 

problem solving. With WIPO, setting up an agreement with GEC, the 
intellectual property rights, protection for inventions, technological 

advances will be made available for all 191 world countries and 9 billion 
citizens. The world countries, citizens can comfortably look to solve any 
problems and gain technological advances. There will be no usa, uk to 

attempt to steal our work by using negative tactics. FE years will protect 
your work, technology, and allow you to solve problems whether it is 

local or global. 
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Psycology / Animal behavior

AD years were fully psychotic in nature, with animal insticts, animal 
behavior, neandrathal ideologies idolized, marked with brutality, rape, 

murder, racism, hatred, jealousy resulting in lawless brutal deaths / 
murders of millions of people, going well beyond billions of people 

murdered. It was a lawless era, illiterate era, immature era, directionless 
era, meaningless and cultureless era. The self proclaimed rouge old world 
order of usa uk did not change anything, however, looked to execute all 

of these horrors on humanity, in an organized way, by setting up old 
world order, and puppet un. The era turns into blood sucking vampire 

era, organ harvesting era, and where they could not solve the problem of 
second life, they take the psychotic / animal neandrathal direction of 

using murder as a means of getting second life. Any which way you see, 
the AD years, the entire era have failed. Everything about this era is 

wrong. 

FE years provide the right future direction with the decentralized 191 
world countries, by way of which each country independently takes care 
of itself, by way of economic guidance, necessary support and direction 
provided by the NEW WORLD ORDER councils. The neandrathal, animal 

behavior will end, and a new era will be established. In the FE years, 
animal instincts incited by drugs and poisons will end, international law 

will be enforced, era where education will be provided, direction to solve 
problems including economic guidance / direction will be provided, and 

functioning culture and society shall thrive in the form of 191 
decentralized countries who would lead meaningful lives. This era will be 

the era of economic progress and prosperity, with equal 191 world 
countries, and equal opportunity provided to all the world countries 

looking for economic guidance / direction. 
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Planet set right, course correction

The AD years did not have any international law in place, nor any medical 
law in place. By way of monopolized usd, currency of one country, they 

proliferate corruption across world countries creating 191 slave 
countries, and 9 billion slaves on planet earth. They have forced 

themselves onto the world countries, their citizens by putting them in life 
cages. They build external cages by way of nixon technology. They 

targeted people by way of dispensing serum technology poisons in food 
building internal cage. The era is horrible and forgettable, with usa uk 

rouge old world order showing no respect for any country, no respect for 
any society, no respect for any culture, no respect for human beings, no 
respect to humanity, no respect to laws in 191 world countries, inflicted 

pain, inflicted torture, inflicted created diseases, conducted illegal clinical 
trials, destroyed families, destroyed human organs, destroyed human 
lives, used many world countries to conduct poisonous illegal trials to 

create over 20,000 poisons, counter molecules, and murdered well over a 
billion people in the last 250 years of AD years. The world we live in, the 

planet was directed in the wrong way, since they intentionally, in a 
planned methodical way left many countries ignorant, in poverty, 

inflicted war, used divide and destroy tactics, waged war to murder and 
show-off, economic prospects were refused, denied, inflicted 

unbelievable amount of extortion on world countries and exploitation on 
world citizens. This era is the worst than 'before christ' years, and is the 
worst among all the era marked on planet earth. THESE AD YEARS MUST 

BE ENDED. 

FE years will be far superior to any era, block of years, past millenia, that 
were recorded in the history of planet earth. These will be the years of 
equality, years that will end all forms of slavery, years that will end all 
human trafficking, years that will end labor slavery, years that will end 
sex slavery, years that will end racial discrimination, years that will end 
poverty, years that will end hatred among people, years that will end 

jealousy among people, years that will deliver economic prosperity to all 
countries by making the necessary economic direction along with 

economic package in world neutral currency EARTHLINGS available, 
resulting in poverty free, economically prosperous countries within the 
first century of the FE years. The FE years will have world councils of the 

NEW WORLD ORDER, that will enforce International law and World 
medical law, and protect all 191 world countries from any external 

intrusions or interferences. Judical council, and the world court at Judicial 
council will protect by enforcing these laws. Medical council will deliver 

full life for all the world citizens of all 191 world countries, with 
documented proven medical practices in the form of medical journals 

and medical literature. Records council will put an end to the 
unbelievable amount of misdirecting fabricated historic information to 
target the world countries, attack other religions, and bring the TRUTH 
only on the record directly from the 191 world countries. GI-50, and G-
193 councils will ensure every country is allowed to clearly voice their 

pespective on any world issue, and also take decisions by way of decisive 
voting procedure. All countries are equal, and all countries have the right 

to vote, and right to sustainable societies, right to functioning cultures, 
with no poverty and prosperous life. This era will be superior in any way 

of comparision with the past era, certainly including the AD years. 
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